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Hello fellow
nature-lover,
Hello fellow nature-lover, Welcome to the ultimate
guide of the 50 Best Hikes from Sydney. I’m sure it
comes as no surprise that here at Australian Summit
Tours, we love hiking! Over the years, I’ve tramped
all around Sydney, discovering and exploring the
stunning bushland that surrounds this marvellous city.
I am so lucky to have seen the beautiful places
on this list, and now I want to share them all with
you. This is a list of what I think are the best hikes
within a 3 hour radius of the CBD. Ranging from 1
hour strolls, through to 7-day treks, I’m confident
there is a hike in here for everyone. So whether
you’re a Sydney local looking for a new weekend
adventure, or you’re visiting Sydney for the first
time, get outdoors, get amongst nature and enjoy
the magnificent beauty of the Australian bush.
But before you do, please read over the “How
to use this guide” below, and if you have any
questions about the hikes, please do not hesitate
to contact our team, they are happy to help!
Happy hiking,
Sara

Mountain Guide | Australian Summit Tours
info@australiansummittours.com
+61(0) 432 415 188
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How to use this guide
GETTING THERE

We’ve made this guide pretty easy to
use! You’ll see that the hikes have been
broken down into three categories:

If you see the car symbol, it means that
you’ll need your own private transport
to reach the start of this hike.

• Day Hikes
• Overnight Adventures
• Multi-day Expeditions

The train symbol means that the track head
is easily accessible by public transportation,
and you can use the train or local bus network.

Each hike is hyperlinked to more detailed track notes
and lists the length in kms, the approximate time, and
includes some key symbols, which are explained below:

ACCESSIBILITY
Of course, you know your kid’s ability better
than us, but we reckon the hikes with this
symbol are suitable for children. An easy hike
will be best for ages 5+ and a moderate hike is
probably suitable for anyone over the age of 10.

INTENSITY
An easy hike is typically shorter (<5hrs)
and includes little or no stairs on a
well-marked track. Easy walks are
generally suitable for children aged 5+.

Easy

Moderate

Hard

This symbol indicates that this hike is available
as a private tour with Australian Summit
Tours. We’re all about making adventure
easy, and on all our guided hikes we provide
return private transport, all essential hiking
gear, and a gourmet menu to keep you
fuelled. If you’re interested in a hike and
you see this symbol, simply click the link
to enquire for a private tour experience.

A moderate hike is typically longer in
both length and time required, and
often includes more stairs and uneven
surfaces. Some moderate hikes are
not well marked, so a map is highly
recommended. Moderate hikes may be
suitable for children over the age of 10.
A hike is classified as hard when it’s
physically challenging, with lots of
stairs and steep descents/ascents.
Hard hikes are also typically in more
remote locations, with fewer track
markings and access to facilities. We
highly recommend anyone undertaking
a hard hike is well prepared, with a map,
GPS capabilities and preferably a PLB.

CHECKLIST
Finally, we’ve made this guide interactive!
Each hike includes a checkbox, which
you can stamp when you’ve completed
each trip. Challenge yourself to
tick off as many as possible.

Legend
INTENSITY
Easy
Moderate
Hard
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Safety in
the bush
Before setting out, please ensure you
follow a few basic safety precautions:
• Please check the NSW Parks and
Wildlife Alerts page for any track
closures or other safety messages.
• Always inform someone of where you are going,
and try to hike in groups of at least 2 people.
• Regardless of how short the hike is, or how
experienced you are, always pack a basic
backpack with a first aid kit, water, food
and a warm layer. Remember that the
Australian sun is very strong, and sunscreen
and a hat are also highly recommended.

Photo by Jacques Bopp on Unsplash

• Please read over the track notes, and always
hike with a map, and GPS. Some of the tracks
in this list are through remote areas with few
track markings, please only undertake these
hikes if you are confident in your abilities.
• If you are hiking in the Blue Mountains,
we highly recommend hiring a Personal
Locator Beacon (PLB). These are available
for free from several locations.

*Disclaimer: Unfortunately, we live in the kind of world
where I need to write a legal disclaimer about any of the
hikes listed here. This list is a guide only, and Freeland
Hiking Co. takes no responsibility for any injuries or
damages that occur during your hike. All the information
in this guide is accurate and up to date as of May 2020.
Photo by Vincent Rivaud from Pexels
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WHETHER
YOU’RE A
SYDNEY LOCAL
OR VISITING
O N H O L I DAY S,
WE’RE SURE
THERE WILL BE
A HIKE IN HERE
TO GET YOU
OUTDOORS
AND INTO
NATURE.

Photo by Bee Balogun on Unsplash

Day Hikes
From shorter 1hr strolls to epic all-day adventures, this list of day-hikes can all be
accessed within 3hrs of Sydney’s CBD. So pack some water, snacks and sunscreen
and head out to explore some of the best bushland surrounding Sydney.

Photo by Christopher Burns on Unsplash

Sydney
City

You won’t have to venture too far to experience
some time amongst the trees with these 5 hikes.
All located within the city radius, these urban
adventures are the best way to experience
the best of Sydney’s stunning coastline.

S P I T TO M A N LY

9kms one way | 4hrs |

Certainly one of the most iconic walks
on this list, the Spit Bridge to Manly
walk is a classic Sydney harbour hike,
that offers some spectacular views
over Middle harbour. We recommend
parking/or catching a bus to the Spit
Bridge, then making your way back to
Manly for a well-deserved lunch and
a swim in the famous Manly beach.

2

1
BONDI TO COOGEE

6kms one way | 3hrs |

Another of the classic coastline walks, this
popular trail is always packed with locals from
sunrise to sunset. It can be enjoyed in either
direction (or challenge yourself with a full day
return hike), with easy transport options at
each end. Make sure to pack your swimmers,
because the azure blue waters of the coastline will
tempt you to cool off with a mid-walk swim!
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HENRY HEAD
CIRCUIT TRACK

7km circuit | 3hrs |

Want to learn more about the arrival
of the Europeans to Australia?
Then head to La Perouse and the
Henry Head Circuit. This exciting
track will lead you through WWII
bunkers, past coastal cemeteries and
through a section of endangered
banksia that once dotted the entire
coastline of Sydney. Make sure to
stop in at the La Perouse Museum,
a free exhibition of the French
explorer Comte de Lapérouse.

MALABAR
HEADLANDS

4km circuit | 1hr |

This tiny national park is a little
slice of heaven located at the
southern end of Maroubra Beach.
The headland walk wraps right
around the sandstone outcrop,
past some old WWII ruins
and through stunning coastal
bushland. Be sure to check the
alerts before setting off though,
as a large section of the track is
on rifle range territory, so, when
the guns are out, it’s closed.

5
L AKE PARRAMAT TA RESERVE

4km circut | 1.5hrs |

While not technically in Sydney city, the Lake Parramatta Reserve
is well worth a visit to explore. You can choose from three walks
of varying lengths, but we recommend completing the entire
circuit. Make a day out of it and visit the famous Eat Street, a long
stretch of restaurants and bars to reward your hiking efforts!
Image from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/franz-josef/47469126731/in/photostream/
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South
Sydney

Did you know that Sydney
has the second oldest national
park in the world? Boasting
some of the most stunning
hiking trails found in this
guide, and only 45 minutes
drive from the CBD, a hike
in the Royal is a must. We’ve
also included some lesserknown tracks, which will help
you to escape the crowds
on those busier days.

BUNDEENA TO LITTLE
MARLEY BEACH

14kms one way | 5hrs |

Starting at Bundeena makes this hike
super easy to access either by car or
public transport. You’ll pass by some
of the national parks most iconic
features, such as wedding cake rock,
and the balconies. Make sure you
pack your swimmers for a dip at Little
Marley Beach, before returning via
the same track back to Bundeena.

7

6
OTFORD TO BURNING PALMS
VIA FIGURE 8 POOLS

13kms return | 6.5hrs |

At the other end of the park, is the exciting and
slightly more challenging walk to Burning Palms,
one of the quaint coastal villages situated inside
the national park. Along the way, you’ll encounter
the magnificent palm jungle, experience soaring
sandstone cliffs and if the tide permits have the
opportunity to visit the famous Figure-8 Pools.
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WAT TAMOLL A TO
GARIE RETURN

15km return | 5hrs |

Starting right in the heart of the
national park, this easy day-walk is
the perfect opportunity to experience
the best of the royal. You’ll be
wandering along long sandy beaches,
over high sea cliffs and even have
the chance to see a rare natural
site; a freshwater waterfall that falls
directly into the open ocean, one of
only a few examples in the world.

JIBBON HEAD

5km circuit | 2hrs |

If you’d like to learn more about
Aboriginal history in Sydney, then
Jibbon head is a great place to
start. This circuit loops around the
foreshore, and passes through
ancient Aboriginal rock carvings.
The vistas back towards Sydney’s
CBD are stunning from Jibbon
Head, and you’ll be tempted to
swim in the secluded little coves
found dotted along the shoreline.

10
KARLOO POOLS

6km return | 3hrs |

If wild swimming is up your alley, then a hike to Karloo Pools
should be on your list. This well-signposted hike is along a shady
bush-track, that dips down the valley, ending at a clear, cool
pool, perfect for a refreshing swim. For an extra challenge or a
longer day hike, check out the Uloola Track next on the list.
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ULOOLA TRACK

11kms one-way | 4.5hrs |

Using the local train network, this oneway track is an easily accessible day out
in nature. Start on the Karloo Pools track
as detailed above, but continue on after
the pools to the Uloola Falls campground
and onto the management trail, that’ll
lead you straight to Waterfall Train
Station. A super easy day out in nature!

KINGFISHER POOLS DAY

4km circuit | 2hrs |

While everyone is heading into the Royal National
Park, you’ll be all by yourself in Heathcote National
Park. Kingfisher Pools are a stunning series of
cascading waterfalls that drop into a large, deep
lake, perfect for a cooling swim. Start by following
the Mooray Track, then loop back around to join
the Bullawarring track to complete the circuit. This
track can also be made into a two-day adventure.
See more details under our overnight hikes list.
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Uloola_Falls_-_panoramio_(2).jpg
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North
Sydney
RIVERSIDE
CIRCUIT WALK

12km circuit | 5hrs |

A perfect circuit to take in the best
of Lane Cove National Park, this
lovely hike follows the lake through
some classic Sydney bushland. You’ll
be greeted by many interesting birds,
and native flora as you pass under
sandstone caves and overhangs.
Please note: the signage along
this walk is quite confusing, so we
highly recommend reading some
track notes before setting out.

Lucky for you, Sydney’s CBD
is boarded by several smaller
national parks, two of which
are situated north of the city;
Lane Cove National Park
and Ku-ring-gai National
Park. With some stunning
coastlines, and often less
crowded hiking trails, we
had to include some of the
best walking trails in both
these stunning locations.

13

AMERICA BAY WALKING TRACK

2kms return | 1hr |

One of the shortest walks in the list, this return track
will take you directly to America Bay, a stunning little
cove surrounded by high cliffs. Along the way, you’ll
pass by a cascading waterfall, and have the chance to
see some ancient Aboriginal carvings. Pack a picnic and
spend some time by the bay soaking up the sunshine.
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:(1)Great_North_Walk-1.jpg
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/martin7d2/30368805392/in/photostream/

JERUSALEM BAY
TRACK (COWAN »
B R O O KLY N)

13km one-way | 5.5hrs |

This track is undoubtedly one of the
most popular day hikes in Sydney, and
for good reason! You’ll experience a
wide variety of terrains, landscape and
vegetation along this trail, passing by
the picturesque Jerusalem Bay and
circumnavigating the Brooklyn Dam.
There are some great spots for lunch
in the quaint town of Brooklyn, before
hopping on the train back to Cowan.

BOBBIN HEAD
LOOP WALK

13km circuit | 5hrs |

Combining a series of shorter
walks into one big loop, this
hike will lead you through a
series of different and diverse
landscapes to keep it interesting.
Passing through Bobbin
Head, you can break up the
walk with a coffee or snacks,
or stop by the Gibberagong
waterhole to rest in the shade.

17
BARRENJOEY LIGHTHOUSE

2km return | 1.5hrs |

One of the most urban hikes on the list, but no less
exciting, the Barrenjoey Lighthouse walk is a fantastic day
out, filled with stunning views across the bays, a historic
lighthouse and some of North Sydney’s best beaches.
Complete your hike with some refreshments at the Boat
House” a picturesque cafe situated right over the water.
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Blue
Mountains
No list of Sydney’s best hiking trails would
be complete without mention of the Blue
Mountains. Famed for their magnificent natural
beauty, there are endless trails to explore
through the huge 250,000 ha landscape of
soaring sandstone cliffs, deep canyons and
untouched wilderness. The list below includes
our favourite day hikes, in no particular order.

PRINCE HENRY
CLIFF TOP WALK

7kms one way | 3.5hrs |

A fantastic easy day hike, this historic
track follows the cliff edge (hence
the ‘inventive’ name), staying high
above the valley and offering some
of the best lookouts and vistas of
the Blue Mountains. Moderate
in intensity, it’s mostly flat, with
only a few small ups and downs
following the natural landscape all
the way towards Scenic World.

18
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RUINED CASTLE

8km return | 5hrs |

If you’re just getting into more remote
bushwalking, then the Ruined Castle hike will
be the perfect challenge. Starting from the
Golden Stairs, you’ll quickly descend into
the valley, before climbing again to summit
the crumbling sandstone peak. Offering
sweeping 360-degree views, you’ll be in
awe of the valleys as they stretch off into
the distance as far as the eye can see.

20
MT BANKS

2km return | 3hrs |

Displaying one of the few examples
of an ancient basalt rock intrusion,
the summit of Mt Banks offers
spectacular scenic views over the
Blue Mountains National Park.
The steep climb will be challenging,
but you can rest at the summit,
shaded by the forest of tall monkey
gums, named after the resident
great gliders, who the early
explorers mistook for monkeys.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mount_banks,.jpg
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KANANGRA WALLS
WATERFALL

4kms return | 1.5hrs |

21

CHARLES DARWIN WALK

6kms return | 1.5hrs |

Perfect for travellers using the public transport network,
this easy return walk starts straight from Wentworth
Station and follows Jamison Creek as it tumbles down
to the spectacular Wentworth Falls. This ones perfect
for the kids, as it’s well signposted and includes lots
of boardwalk and bridges to make for easy walking.
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/russellstreet/26795113166

An exciting, and lesser-known hike,
this track will impress you with its
dramatic views of the deep valleys
of Kanangra Walls, and the two
cascading waterfalls. Keep your eyes
peeled when you reach the falls for
the rare Australian Red Cedar, one of
Australia’s only native deciduous trees.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/nsaunders/3613956636/in/photostream/

MEGALONG TO
COX’S RIVER

13kms return | 5.5hrs |

You’ll complete one of the most
picturesque sections of the Six
Foot Track on this exciting dayhike to Cox’s River. Passing by
old cemeteries, through open
farmland and along rocky bushtracks, the highlight of the hike is
the 100m Bowtells swing bridge
which spans the Cox’s river.

23

24

WENTWORTH PASS

5km circuit | 4hrs |

To take in the best of Wentworth Falls, this
circuit track will lead you past some impressive
views, and along the middle section of the
famous Wentworth falls, where you can
swim in the many pools dotted along the
rock plateau. A steep climb out on the grand
stairway awaits you, but once at the top, it’s
easy walking back to the Conservation Hut.
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MT SOLITARY

12kms return | 9hrs |

Quite possibly the most epic of
hikes on this list, Mt Solitary is a
commanding peak overlooking the
Jamison Valley. Be warned, this hike
is not for the faint-hearted, you’ll
want to be physically fit, but also
comfortable with a little off-track
navigation and rock scrambling.

VERA FALLS TRACK

4kms return | 4hrs |

Another challenge for you
experienced hikers, Vera Falls is a
stunning waterfall located deep within
the Valley of the Waters. You can
access this beauty both from the top
and the bottom, and a swim in a must
in the cool waters at the base. Make
sure you’ve read up on the track notes
though, as this path is not well marked.

26
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_Grand_Canyon_Blackheath.JPG
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GRAND CANYON
TRACK

5km return | 3.5hrs |

This hike is one of the most
popular trails in the mountains,
and for very good reason.
It’s a spectacular circuit that
will take you deep into the
valley, following the path of
an ancient canyon. There are
some steep stairs in and out,
but the cooler temperatures
make it well worth your efforts
on a hot summer day.

DONKEY MOUNTAIN

10km+ | 7hrs |

With a mecca of slot canyons, pagodas, tiny fern gardens and deep
caves, Donkey Mountain is the dream playground of any nature
lover. Finding the top can be tough though, and without an official
track, we highly recommend completing some extensive research
before you head out. Make sure you leave enough time to play on
the summit, or better yet, plan an overnight camp on the top.

2
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BLUE MOUNTAINS
EXPLORER

2km return | 1.5hrs |

Get away from the crowds on this circuit
track that will have you descending into
lush rainforest, walking underneath
the roaring Katoomba Falls and riding
out of the valley in style on the world’s
steepest railway. This compact circuit
takes in the best of the Blue Mountains,
including the famous Three Sisters.
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/vdmakwana/38840419164

CLIFFWALK
(EVANS LOOKOUT »
GOVETTS LEAP)
If descending down into the valley
isn’t for you (or your knees), then
look no further than the cliff walk.
Starting at either Evans Lookout or
Govetts Leap, you’ll be following a
well marked, and relatively flat trail
along the edge of the cliff; with
sweeping views of the valleys below.

PIERCES PASS TO
PERRY’S LOOKDOWN

11km one-way | 5.5hrs |

Best done with a car shuffle,
this one-way track will lead you
straight to the bottom of the
valley, and then back out again
on the other side. Along the way,
you’ll pass through the stunning
Blue Gum forest, and wander
alongside the Grose River, where
a refreshing swim is a must.

32
CONSERVATION HUT
TO EMPRESS FALLS

1km return | 1hr |

If you’re pressed for time, or just want a short, but rewarding
hike, then head to Empress Falls. It’s a steep climb in and out,
but the cascading waterfall and the lush green grove are the
perfect rewards for your efforts. Stop off at the Conservation
Hut after your hike for a warming hot chocolate.
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/danpalmer/6735846777/in/photostream/

3kms one-way | 2hrs |

GLENBROOK
GORGE TRACK

2kms return | 1.5hrs |

33

NATURE TRACK

3km circuit | 2hrs |

You’ll experience it all on this compact circuit track
through the Valley of the Waters. Stop by Edinburgh
Castle Rock to see some incredible sandstone formations,
before descending into the valley of waterfalls,
filled with streams and mossy groves to delight.
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/136319147@N08/33236748042/in/photostream/

If hiking on paths doesn’t get your heart
racing, then perhaps rock hopping will?
Following the river east, you’ll rockhop your way along the gorge as far as
your heart’s content. Along the way,
stop by the popular Jellybean pool,
and the less visit Glenbrook Gorge
Beach, for a secluded swim in the wild.

PULPIT ROCK TRACK

13km circuit | 8hrs |

35

NARROW NECK

20kms return | 7hrs |

Explore along the Narrow Neck plateau, a thin and long rock outcrop
that stretches out into the Blue Mountains National Park. Follow
the management trail, which makes for fairly easy walking, allowing
more time to look around and soak up the spectacular views of the
Megalong Valley, and the sheer sandstone cliffs below. This track is also
a great introductory mountain biking trail, so bring along your pushy.
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https://freeaussiestock.com/free/New_South_Wales/bluemountains/slides/pulpit_rock.htm

Combining many of the Grose Valley
highlights into one single circuit, this is an
excellent day hike that’ll lead you out to
Pulpit Rock. Be sure to climb down the
stairs to the lower viewing platform for an
incredible view back across the valley.

37

GLOW WORMS TUNNEL

3kms return | 1.45hrs |

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Helensburgh_Tunnel_(227543415).jpeg

Following an old abandoned train
tunnel, this magical walk will take you
deep into the home of thousands
of glow worms, which look like stars
in the night sky. Be sure to pack
your torch, as it gets very dark
in the middle of the tunnel. And
please, make sure you don’t touch or
disturb the little worms in any way.

KANANGRA WALLS
PL ATEAU

9kms return | 4hrs |

Adventurers will be awed by the
vast valley views from the Kanangra
Walls Plateau. While the deep valleys
below require highly experienced
off-track navigation, an exploration
of the plateau towards Cottage
Rock is a fantastic, and moderate
day hike, that’ll capture the beauty
of this remote national park.
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RODRIQUEZ PASS

18km circuit | 8.5hrs |

This circuit track is a thrilling, and very
challenging trail through the incredible
Grose Valley. You’ll start on the Grand
Canyon track, but instead of climbing back
out at Evan’s lookout, wander further into
the valley, following the river as it meanders
down through a series of cascading falls. A
long steep climb out at Govetts Leap falls is
a challenging end to this exciting adventure.

40
RED HANDS CAVE

8km circuit | 4hrs |
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/136319147@N08/33236748042/in/photostream/

There are not many visible
examples of Aboriginal artwork
in Sydney, so a visit to the Red
Hands cave is an extraordinary
experience. Discovered
accidentally in the 1930s, the cave
is now protected and is found along
a beautiful, and often quiet bushtrack in the lower Blue Mountains.

25

Overnight Adventures
Want to spend the night sleeping under the stars? Then these 6 overnight hikes
will be just the ticket. All easily accessible from Sydney, these micro-adventures
are the perfect weekend getaway, that’ll have you home in time to meal-prep for
Monday. Better yet, if you’re visiting Sydney on holidays, head out mid-week, and
you might find yourself completely alone in the beautiful silence of nature.

Photo by lucas Favre on Unsplash

KINGFISHER POOLS
CAMPGROUND

4km circuit | 2 days |

https://www.flickr.com/photos/ianz/27072393792/in/photostream/

It might only be 4km in total, but not every overnight
hike needs to involve walking all day long. Slow down
and enjoy relaxing in nature on this easy overnight
trip in Heathcote National Park. Perfect for kids, you
can walk in via the Mooray Track, then set up camp at
the Kingfisher Pools. Enjoy a swim, light a fire (please
check NSPWS for alerts) and enjoy the sweet serenity
of spending a night under the stars in the bush.

42

EXPLORERS TREE TO
KATOOMBA VIA COX’S RIVER

50km circuit | 2 days |

An exciting take on the classic Six-Foot Track, this
2-day option is a challenging circuit through the
Megalong Valley. Starting at the historic explorers’ tree,
you’ll arrive at the stunning Cox’s river, before veering
off to connect with Narrow Neck, climbing up the
lesser-known Carlon head pass. Please note, this hike
involves steep climbs, off-track navigation and remote
wilderness. It is suitable only for experienced hikers.
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BLUE GUM FOREST
2 DAYS
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Blue_Gum_Forest_Blue_Sky.jpg

24km circuit | 2 days |

Escape into the wilderness on this
compact micro-adventure in the
magnificent Grose valley. Leave
the day-trippers behind as you
descend into the valley, through
lush rainforest and beside ancient
canyons. Be awed by the beauty of
the Blue Gum forest, and enjoy a
swim in the river beside your camp at
Acacia Flats, which is supported with
a bush loo. Make sure you’re fit and
able before setting off though, as the
hike back out at Govetts Leap Falls
is a steep, near-vertical climb right
beside the magnificent waterfall.

43
RUINED CASTLE
OVERNIGHTER

26kms return | 2 days |

A personal favourite of mine,
the Ruined Castle Overnighter
is the perfect micro-adventure
from Sydney. With two mountain
climbs, a treacherous traverse
over the colossal landslide, and
a ride on the world’s steepest
railway, this introductory hike
has all the right elements for an
exciting weekend-adventure.
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THE COASTAL TRACK

26kms one way | 2 days |

Easily the best introductory overnight
walk in Sydney, the Coastal Track is a
one-way journey from Bundeena to
Otford in the Royal National Park. Over
the course of 2-days, you’ll walk along
long sandy beaches, atop high sea cliffs
and through stunning coastal headlands.
Camping at North Era will give you the
chance to catch the sunrise over the
sea, and spot rare white-bellied seaeagles and possibly even some whales.

45

46

NEWNESS CAMPGROUND

13kms+ | 2 days |

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Blue_Gum_Forest_Blue_Sky.jpg

It might take a bit longer to reach, but we
couldn’t possibly leave the awe-inspiring
Newnes campground off the list. If carbased camping is more your thing, then
this overnighter will be perfect for you.
Using Newnes campground as a base,
you can explore the surrounding area,
checking out the Glow Worm Tunnel hike,
and summiting the thrilling Donkey Mt.
Keep an eye out for wombats who roam
freely through the grounds of Newnes.
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Multi-Day Expeditions
If you have a few more days up your sleeve, and you’d really like to explore deeper, then
give one of these multi-day hikes a go. Ranging from 3 - 7 days in length, these are (in
our humble opinion), the 4 best multi-day experiences, easily reached from Sydney. You’ll
need to spend a bit more time preparing for some of these hikes, so make sure you’ve
got all the essential gear and have read through those track notes before setting out!
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B O N D I TO M A N LY
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80kms | 3-7 days |

Only recently opened, the Bondi
to Manly walk combines a series
of coastal and harbourside walking
tracks, linking two of Sydney’s most
famous surf beaches. Supported
by an interactive app, you can plan
to complete this walk in 3 massive
days, or stretch it out over 7 more
casual experiences. Being well
supported by public transport, you
can also complete each section as
single-day walks, spitting up your
adventure across multiple weekends.

47
MT SOLITARY CIRCUIT

36kms | 3 days |

Pegged to be the next great walk
of Australia, this 3-day circuit is
the most comprehensive multiday trek in the Blue Mountains.
Encompassing lush rainforest, steep
sandstone mountains, eucalyptus
bushland and tranquil rivers, you’ll
experience it all as you circle through
Jamison Valley, traversing right over
the mighty Mt Solitary. Ignore any
other track notes, and plan your final
nights camp on the beach beside
the serene Jamison Creek for the
ultimate wilderness experience.
Even better, let Australian Summit
Tours guide you, we’ll make it super
easy with all the transport, hiking
gear and delicious food supplied.
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SIX FOOT TRACK

45kms one way | 3 days |

Often thought of as the most iconic
multi-day trek in the Blue Mountains,
the Six-Foot track is a historic trail,
following in the footsteps of traders,
and explorers gone past. A wellsignposted and easy to follow trail,
this is a great place to start multiday hiking on your own. You’ll have
access to drinking water at all the
camps (though it’s recommended to
treat first) and finishing at Jenolan
Caves makes for a fantastic finale.

MT KOSCIUSZKO
SUMMIT

45km one way | 4days |

Okay this one is a bit special, yes it’s not
a Sydney based hike, but an experience
to hike through Australia’s largest and
highest mountain range should be on every
sydneysiders to-do-list. Walk through a
glacial carved landscape capped in snow
during winter and wildflowers during
spring, this is true wilderness. Australian
Summit Tours offers a 4 day tour package
which includes transport from Sydney,
accommodation at Lake Crackenback Resort
and all meals included. Find out more here.
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